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Toward a Computational Archaeology of  
Fictional Space

Dennis Yi Tenen

Space is a hard thing to pin down. It identifies dimensional con-
tinuity and a topography, that is, a relationship between objects. 
It is also itself an object: a limit-defining quantity even in its most 

abstract sense. “O God, I could be bounded in a nutshell and count 
myself a king of infinite space—were it not that I have bad dreams,” 
Hamlet says of his ambition and his dreams.1 A human palm is a part 
of the body and a map. A mirror is a piece of furniture and a frame for 
reflection. Under extreme magnification, the head of a pin appears a 
vast and mountainous terrain, home to angels and bacterial detritus. The 
characterization of diegetic—let us call it also virtual and fictional—space 
presents further difficulties. A stretch of land in fiction also measures 
a stretch of the imagination. These units do not always have names or 
explicit boundaries. Vladimir and Estragon wait for Godot: “A country 
road. A tree.”2 Two vectors are enough to situate the world. A road gives 
us the x and a tree the y axis: an infinity in a nutshell.

In this paper I propose to reconsider theories of diegetic space 
that rely on explicit framing (i.e., “two people walk into a room” or 
“in Spain”). Rather than looking for maps, I define space in terms of 
lexical categories denoting objects. The emphasis on objects leads to 
a method for literary archaeology, informed by cognitive theory and 
anthropology. If the universe is made of atoms, a fictional world is also 
made up of atomic relationships that form basic, stable configurations, 
or what I call narratological primes. I construct several such basic spatial 
buildings blocks here—diegetic density and clutter distance. Their applica-
tion to a well-explored body of nineteenth-century novels challenges 
several long-standing historical intuitions related to the development 
of material culture in the nineteenth century.

A theoretical reconfiguration grounds a descriptive method, a model 
by which fictional space can be, if not fixed, then approximated. Fur-
ther, following Lisa Samuels, Jerome McGann, Johanna Drucker, and 
others, I am interested in literary modeling and visualization as kinds 
of a transformative reading practice. The formal, computational meth-
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ods I present here are not meant to prove anything. They are first and 
foremost exploratory and experimental tools. They occasion opportu-
nities for close reading, and not just reading at scale. My methods are 
diagnostic, in that they identify areas of interest and unusual trends that 
require closer critical attention.

An undercurrent and starting place of this essay is therefore also a 
critique of a certain mode of quantitative literary analysis, which es-
sentially advances a number of complex methodological procedures to 
arbitrary effects. Formalists old and new are perpetually and cyclically 
in danger of falling into the trap set by Stanley Fish in the 1970s. Fish 
cautioned that a relation can always be found between any number of 
low-level, formal features of a text and a given high-level account of its 
meaning. For example, the use of past participles or gerunds may rise 
and fall with the vagaries of literary style. Or it may be due to changing 
archive collection practices over time: sample bias. As Fish puts it: “there 
are always formal patterns” and “a relation will always be found.”3 This is 
astute. Methods inevitably produce results. The difficulty lies in filtering 
meaning from the noise. A whole subset of statistical methods—causal 
analysis—is dedicated to this problem, involving explanatory frameworks 
that chart a pathway between dependent and independent variables. 
Methods require theory. A tautological formula cannot in itself produce 
meaning: one must have a priori ideas about what is meaningful. Corre-
lations become more convincing with the interpretation of their causes. 
Analytics, in other words, are hollow without poetics.

To get past Fish, we must first understand the difference between 
prediction and explanation. Karl Popper wrote that the aim of theoreti-
cal science is to find “explanatory theories . . . which describe certain 
structural properties of the world.”4 A theoretical interest in explanation 
is noninstrumental, insofar as it is “irreducible to the practical techno-
logical interest in the deduction of predictions.”5 A diagram of a storm 
system holds explanatory and not just predictive power. In fact, it does 
not describe any specific weather systems at all, past or future. Rather, 
a diagram teaches us something about the relationship between causes 
and effects: high pressure, condensation, wind, and rain. To understand 
how something works—to form a theory—further entails the possibility 
of effecting systemic change. To trace the pathology of a disease is also 
to imagine ways of inhibiting it. In this way, explanatory models reach 
beyond the apparent phenomenon, from what is to what might be: a 
fever lifted from a sick child. Models thus contain the remainder of the 
real, which is poiesis itself, creativity.6 What is the point of theory? There 
is none, Popper answers. Theory is a storehouse of potential applications, 
knowledge for knowledge’s sake.
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Even a simple forecast places ideational constructs in relation to the 
empirical world. Predictive power and explanatory power reciprocate 
one another. To predict is also to imagine, albeit in a more directed, 
fully potentiated way. Pattern recognition suffices for this purpose. One 
can forecast the sun to rise each day based on past experience, knowing 
nothing about planetary mechanics. Patterns allow us to extrapolate 
from known contexts. Weather models will produce accurate predictions 
provided that our planet remains more or less the same.

Not all theories need be predictive, however. The interpretation of 
historical events involves an account of singular causes and effects that 
do not repeat in the same configuration. The interpretation of liter-
ary texts also hinges on deeply contextualized, affective, or embodied 
dynamics. Predictive power may or may not be necessary to understand 
how a text works, where explanatory power is. To know how texts work, 
in the echoing words of Percy Lubbock, Boris Eikhenbaum, and Susan 
Sontag, is the essence of poetics.

I offer these reflections on method en route to an argument about 
cultural analytics—the application of computational methods to the study 
of literature and culture—generally, and, more specifically, in an attempt 
to outline some strategies for explanatory modeling of space in literary 
texts. Some research questions, I maintain, are amenable to predictive 
analysis. Others require explanatory power. The two complimentary 
approaches involve different logics and modes of argumentation. It is 
important, however, to differentiate clearly between the two. The worst 
kind of error is one where predictive results are taken for explanatory 
ones: the sun will continue to rise because it has been rising regularly. 
The “because” is unwarranted. We must not mistake mere extrapolation 
for an account of deep causes and effects. The understanding of culture, 
to paraphrase Clifford Geertz, cannot be limited to pattern recognition. 
It is rather an interpretive effort, “in search of meaning.”7 As such, it 
requires other attributes besides statistical significance or convenience, 
such as simplicity, novelty, or persuasiveness. An explanatory, exploratory, 
interpretive model does not just extrapolate; it leads to insight.

Narratological Primes

Many common problems in computational text analysis are funda-
mentally problems of classification. To this we may attribute questions 
of genre: given two stacks of known texts labeled detective and romance 
fiction, what is the probability of an unclassified text belonging to one 
or the other category? Similarly, questions of authorship or period at-
tribution can also be reduced to a categorization guessing game.
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The explanatory approach to solving such problems involves building 
a model. The model may take into account a number of formal elements 
intrinsic to a text. In this way, we can reduce the complexity of the de-
tective fiction genre to a set of commonly occurring themes involving 
gun violence, murder, or elements of investigation. Whatever the case 
may be, a critic in search of explanatory models will rely on a set of 
convincing, normative assumptions. These will have to be argued on a 
speculative, theoretical basis, settled prior to experimental observation.

If I told you, for example, that my understanding of detective fiction 
involved only novels of a certain length, you might reasonably object to 
the limitations of a model that ignores the short stories of Edgar Allan 
Poe.8 We intuit that formal elements such as length do not always translate 
into epistemic categories, which are, at least in part, socially constructed. 
At the very least, the assumptions so formalized need to be revealed at the 
outset of analysis, discussed, and defended against expected objections. 
An explanatory model contains, among other attributes, an account of 
poetics, or how the thing is made and how its parts fit together. It is 
reductive to the extent that it simplifies the phenomenon to its most 
salient features. To build a formal model of this sort is to understand 
the domain mechanics: the causal linkages between words and themes, 
crime and violence, pulp fiction and modernism, guns and detectives, 
suspense and its resolution.

Alternatively, in reasoning about detective fiction naively, without 
prior knowledge, we could rely on existing genre classification as identi-
fied by authors themselves, library catalogs, booksellers, or publishing 
houses. A common strategy for predictive analysis involves training a 
classifier on an existing corpus, thereby extending known epistemic 
categories onto a new set of unlabeled texts. By these so-called “super-
vised” means, a researcher can ask readers to identify detective fiction 
in a collection of texts that includes a mix of genres. An algorithm can 
subsequently use a number—dozens or millions—of formal features to 
identify other documents that are similar, in some way, to the ones in the 
“detective” pile. That task is useful if we simply want to find “more texts 
like these.” The classifier tells us little about the mechanics—the causal 
linkages—of detective fiction. Rather, it reveals a correlation between 
arbitrary discovered features and common epistemic categories. Some 
of these correlations may be meaningful: shorter sentences are associ-
ated with hard-boiled fiction. This association is “meaningful” because 
we understand its linkages. Other associations are less so—were we to 
find, for example, that greater lexical variety corresponds inversely to 
books published in paperback. The association between lexical variety 
and binding quality is confounded by numerous intermediate factors, 
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and could, under closer causal examination, dissolve into contingency.
Predictive methods for text categorization are judged by their measure 

of recall and precision.9 They do not have to appear convincing, only 
effective. In the case of categorizing detective fiction, researchers may 
not care about what the category means, what social function it plays, 
or how it is constructed. At times, it is important merely to select the 
appropriate document efficiently: returning a high-enough number 
of relevant documents.10 In these cases, formal features such as word 
frequency or a preponderance of pronouns are incidental to analysis. 
It is sufficient that they are indicative of a relationship, however spuri-
ous—human births and the number of nesting storks—between variables.

Supervised machine learning algorithms are therefore reductive in a 
different way: they identify compelling correlations between categories 
used by humans and abstract features that make sense only to a machine. 
They are, in a word, without a model. Witness, for example, the early 
development of self-guiding robots, which one researcher describes as 
a “model-less description of a problem space, hidden in the adaptive 
connection strength values of the neural net.”11 However, something 
about literary genres cannot be reduced to a set of formal features of 
the text, much less to “adaptive connections” hidden in metaphorically 
“neural” approximations of the human brain. Genres are also social and 
commercial categories. Formal features correlate to their social func-
tions in a contingent, nondeterministic way. Some authors writing in the 
“detective” genre will explicitly violate its formal rules, for example, in 
order to differentiate themselves in the marketplace. Given a model-less 
understanding of conventional detective fiction, these outliers will simply 
be discarded as “imprecision,” where they might be precisely the texts 
of concern to a literary historian.12

Explanatory models require a different approach. Where prediction 
often involves complex statistical tools—neural-networks, machine 
learning, Markov chains, semantic word vectors, and word adjacency 
networks, among other state-of-the-art techniques—explanation demands 
a convincing account of linkages between the constituent parts of the 
proposed model. I therefore advocate for what Daniel Nolan and other 
philosophers of science have called the virtue of “quantitative parsimony,” 
particularly as it applies to the analysis of complex cultural systems such 
as literature.13 For the purposes of literary analysis, quantitative parsimony 
implies a preference for modular, atomic models, which make use of the 
configurations I have termed narratological primes.14 Complex intuitions 
about diegetic worlds—narrative structure—rely on a limited number 
of foundational building blocks, which, when articulated, can be used 
to construct more sophisticated analytical models with considerable 
explanatory potential.
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In this paper, I introduce one such primal construct as a stepping 
stone to a discussion about narrative space. I am guided in my thinking 
by recent developments in the material anthropology of domestic space 
as well as by the work of a little-known, but important, early twentieth-
century Russian philologist, Boris Iarkho, whose writings I will translate 
and introduce here. Iarkho is important to a contemporary audience 
interested in cultural analytics because the methods he developed antici-
pate the “bag-of-words” and “topic modeling” approaches widely used in 
modern computational text analysis. I will finally propose several metrics 
for measuring the density of diegetic space and subsequently use these 
metrics to explore the well-known distinction between urban and rural 
space in the realist novel.

Effect Space

Thematically, this essay takes up the challenge posed by David Elson, 
Nicholas Dames, and Kathleen McKeown in their influential study 
“Extracting Social Networks from Literary Fiction.”15 The study tested 
a literary-theoretical thesis positing a relation between the increasingly 
urbanized settings of the realist novel and the complexity of the social 
networks found within. According to prior theories, as the number of 
characters in a novel increases, we should expect to observe a decrease 
in the amount of dialogue. This decrease seems to arise, at first glance, 
as a consequence of urbanization, which alters the structure of social 
networks and therefore the interaction between characters. However, 
neither of these propositions were found to hold up by experimental 
results in the original study—its provocative conclusion.16

Is it possible for increased urbanization of literary space to entail other 
qualitative differences? Like those before me, I begin with an insight 
from Mikhail Bakhtin, who described the fabric of fictional worlds as 
the entwining of time and space, or chronotope—a place “fraught with 
time.”17 The warp and woof of fictional space-time entwines also in the 
real world, and is therefore also subject to the laws of the real, as op-
posed to an imagined, universe. In this way, a novel may span several 
continents in diegetic space while occupying only a few square inches 
on a reader’s desk; a tale of a century might take up only a few hours 
of a reader’s time.18

Theoretically, changes in the structure of time and space in the one 
realm should refract changes in the other. Fredric Jameson wrote, for 
example, about the “emergence of a new space and a new temporality” 
related to the “philosophical programme of secularization and modern-
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ization” of the Enlightenment.19 According to Jameson, the realist novel 
of the nineteenth century reflects new modes of cultural production, 
which mirror broader socioeconomical changes related to industrializa-
tion. Roland Barthes similarly mentioned the emergence of what he 
calls “narrative luxury,” a kind of a superfluous proliferation of notable 
details that accompanies the effect of fictional realism.20 Dames et al. 
quote Franco Moretti, who likewise wrote about a “shifting center of 
gravity” in the transition from the rural picaresque to the Bildungsro-
man.21 According to Moretti, the move of fictional protagonists from 
rural to urban spaces resulted in a more complex public sphere, in 
which “the narrative system becomes complicated, unstable.” “Quantity 
has produced a new form,” Moretti concluded, although the empirical 
results suggest otherwise.22

The broad historical scope of these hypotheses warrants the propor-
tionate deployment of quantitative “distant reading” methods. When 
Jameson and others posit the emergence of qualitatively new kinds of 
descriptions, they are making an argument at scale, which speaks to an 
aggregate rather than an individuated phenomenon. If the close read-
ing of singular representative passages can approximate that historical 
pattern, the hypothesis of large-scale systemic change should also admit 
evidence in aggregate.

The methodological difficulty of modeling fictional space presents 
several interesting theoretical problems. We intuit that any account of 
high-level systemic changes in the quality of narrative space must rest 
on a quantity of low-level linguistic observations. Unlike real spaces, 
however, fictional spaces defy conventional notions of size or magnitude. 
For this reason, defining space in terms of explicit magnitudes, settings, 
or frames—as is often done in narratological theory—is insufficient for 
our purposes.23 It is not enough also to rely on identifiable geography, 
as Moretti does in his Atlas of the European Novel. The explicit framing 
approach privileges sparse, structured, and geographically specified 
worlds—Jules Verne’s Around the World in 80 Days—while failing to account 
for the richness of more localized, amorphous, or domestically dense 
narratives—Marcel Proust’s Swann’s Way or Franz Kafka’s The Metamor-
phosis. How are we to survey such heterotopic imaginary expanses? The 
challenge lies in “the possibility of spatial modeling through concepts 
that are not in themselves spatial.”24

To bridge quality and quantity—the subjective sense of fictional 
space and its objective properties—I turn to the concept of Umwelt, or 
perceptual environment, proposed by the biologist Jakob von Uexküll 
and later developed by Thomas Sebeok. Uexküll wrote: “Every subject 
spins out, like the spider’s threads, its relations to certain qualities of 
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things and weaves them into a solid web, which carries its existence.”25 
Consequently, one is able to imagine an animal’s Umwelt by examining 
its physiological capabilities of perception. In a paradigmatic example, 
Uexküll discussed the sensory organs of the common wood tick, which is 
blind but able to perceive tactile “collisions,” changes in temperature, and 
the presence of butyric acid. These simple “perceptual signs” [Wirkzeichen] 
comprise the animal’s “effect space” [Wirkraum]. The stimuli “glow like 
signal lights in the darkness and serve as directional signs that lead the 
tick surely to its target.”26

The light of perceptual signs illuminates fictional spaces as well. By 
isolating it, a reader can better characterize the topography of fiction, 
not in terms of measurements (such as miles or feet) or named enti-
ties (such as city or street names), but in subjective terms, as objects of 
attention. These radiate from the subject outward.

Consider, for example, the initial impressions of Gregor Samsa’s 
monstrous transformation in The Metamorphosis: “He lay on his armour-
like back, and if he lifted his head a little he could see his brown belly, 
slightly domed and divided by arches into stiff sections. The bedding 
was hardly able to cover it and seemed ready to slide off any moment. 
His many legs, pitifully thin compared with the size of the rest of him, 
waved about helplessly as he looked.”27 The description proceeds from 
the sense of proprioception, literally the “grasping of self,” the aware-
ness of one’s own body. Gregor finds himself on his back: he lifts his 
head to observe his legs, the “domed arches,” and the “stiff sections” 
of his abdomen. The discomfort of the situation is reinforced by a 
curious painting hanging above Gregor’s work table, depicting “a lady 
fitted out with a fur hat and fur boa who sat upright, raising a heavy 
fur muff that covered the whole of her lower arm towards the viewer.” 
The muff is particularly disturbing in that it obscures the human shape, 
elongating and rendering the woman’s limbs monstrous under animal 
pelt. Gregor’s corporeal discomfort is redirected toward the viewer of 
the picture and hence the reader, in a mimetic displacement of beetle 
appendages. Kafka further engages the senses in his suggestion of tactile 
fabric samples (spread on the table), the sound of rain hitting glass, a 
sense of dull pain, an itch, and a cold shudder. A cursory look at the 
story’s initial perceptual surroundings reveals a semantic chain of nouns 
and adjectives related to the sense of a body in distress.

Diegetic expanses—Uexküll’s “effect spaces”—stretch between “things 
that are important.” Note that, for the purposes of a general survey, it is 
not necessary to distinguish between a narrator’s and a character’s point 
of view. The spotlights of narrative description pick out distinct objects, 
which the reader subsequently weaves together into a unified locality, 
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“filling in” the gaps between Gregor’s bed, chest of drawers, table, win-
dow, and door. The size of his room is not limited to direct observation, 
“a proper human room although a little too small.” It takes shape in the 
density of available things, the “directional signs” that bear the weight of 
narrative. Gregor wakes, turns, slides, falls, crawls, and stands amidst a 
crowded domestic space, filled with large, unwieldy things. The clutter 
reinforces the impression of spatial constraint.

Literary Archaeology

Thinking of space in terms of objects rather than dimensions facili-
tates an approach to the theory of the novel at once materialist and 
phenomenological. We can now revisit our initial intuitions about ur-
banization to posit a more robust account of the “empty feeling” that 
Jameson attributes to the “realist floor-plan.”28 My methods derive from 
two primary sources: the ethnoarchaeology of domestic space and the 
early “bag-of-words” experiments by the Russian formalist Iarkho.

In The Meaning of Things, an ethnography of domestic space published 
in 1981, Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi and Eugene Rochberg-Halton proposed 
taking stock of an “ecology” of things, which “reflects as well as shapes 
the pattern of the owner’s self.”29 The authors surveyed physical objects 
based on interviews in the field. The resulting inventories included 
detailed counts of “special objects”: their frequency of mention during 
interviews, demographic (social class, age, gender) differences in the 
distribution of objects mentioned, and the “number and percentages of 
meanings associated with acquisition categories.”30 In this way, among the 
superset of all things that surround people at home, researchers isolated 
those objects that their subjects considered particularly important. These 
inventories approximate Uexküll’s “effect spaces,” in that they identify 
those perceptual signs that capture a subject’s attention.

In 2012, a group of UCLA anthropologists used similar methods to 
characterize “life at home in the twenty-first century.” Going beyond 
questionnaires, researchers made extensive site visits, documenting a 
number of middle-class households to create what the authors call an 
“ethnoarchaeology of modern material culture.”31 The study relied on a 
“simple set of time-tested archaeological and observational methods to 
record and then critically analyze the domestic material world of U.S. 
households today.”32 The authors wrote: “Our research design called 
for mapping, intensive photography of virtually everything material 
in people’s homes. . . . The information we recovered is systematic 
rather than anecdotal or confined to single cases so as to maximize its 
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explanatory power.”33 Of particular interest to the characterization of 
fictional space is the archaeological concept of “material saturation.” 
Similar to Barthes, Jameson, and Moretti, the anthropologists began 
their observations with a historical hypothesis, writing that average 
European households of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries were 
“sparsely appointed” in comparison with the “mountains of possessions” 
often found in modern American homes: “Even the relative excesses of 
domestic property that were common during the Victorian period, when 
it was fashionable to add rugs, mirrors, paintings, and overstuffed chairs 
to crowded parlors, truly pale by comparison to the total possessions of 
average families today in the U.S.”34 

To quantify a measure of “tangible artifacts” in a household, the au-
thors proposed a metric they call “material saturation.” The protocol 
was described as follows: “Trained coders assigned every photographed 
object to an overarching category (such as furniture, media electronic, 
decorative item, or toy) and then directly counted (for most categories) 
or estimated (for abundant items such as books, CDs, or toys) the number 
of such items present, room by room. These counts are essential because 
they provide firm quantitative evidence of the material richness and 
diversity of modern American homes.”35 These metrics are compelling 
because they offer evidence for seemingly intractable, large-scale histori-
cal trends, such as the “rise of consumer culture,” through a number 
of reliable microempirical observations, such as “visible possessions per 
room.” Given the related difficulty of characterizing the “superfluous 
proliferation of notable details” in literature, as per Barthes, I propose a 
parallel approach for narratological analysis. Changes in material density 
of diegetic space can be used to test our intuitions about the novel as it 
relates to theories of realism, consumerism, or urbanization.

A detailed survey of a fictional world presents itself readily in narrative 
description. A literary archaeologist can inventory mentioned objects to 
create metrics of material density per location (a city or a room) or per 
textual unit (a chapter or an arbitrary number of words). The resulting 
metrics can be used to characterize narrative space systematically, both in 
close reading single novels (responding to narrative development across 
chapters, for example) or in distant reading across corpora. The formula 
is reductive to the extent that it attempts to isolate a signal sensitive to 
the underlying changes in material culture. An approximation of what 
counts for an “average” number of perceptual signs helps articulate a 
sense of “superfluous” detail and luxury by contrast. Derived metrics 
such as these present useful markers for further investigation, in the 
way a fever marks an important symptom of a complex medical etiology.
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The articulation of “effect spaces” via material density presents the 
additional complexity associated with literary representation. To take 
an inventory of things in fictional worlds we must convert grammatical 
or lexical categories, such as sentence predicates or parts of speech, 
into semantic ones, such as objects and subjects. This is difficult to do 
convincingly, because meaning-making involves a manifold and nonde-
terministic chain of causes and effects. As the saying goes: “Sometimes 
you eat the bear and sometimes the bear eats you.”

An archaeology needs a method for recovering things. For this purpose, 
I turn to the work of Iarkho, a little-known, but increasingly important 
early twentieth-century Russian formalist literary critic, classicist, medi-
evalist, and member of the Moscow linguistic circle. Iarkho’s quantitative 
experiments were all the more remarkable for being composed under 
severe repression from the Soviet regime in the years between 1919 and 
1942. Writing in forced exile from a small Siberian town, Iarkho advanced 
an expansive philological program, considerably more grounded in 
descriptive statistics than the work of his contemporaries.

A number of his methodological proposals anticipate modern statistical 
techniques, made popular by computational means. The so called “bag-
of-words” approach to text classification dates back to the rather techni-
cal problem in information science of retrieving a subset of documents 
relevant to a given search term. The widespread use of digital knowledge 
management systems—library catalogs and computerized indices—in 
the 1970s sparked general interest in “term-frequency” analysis. For 
example, a library patron wishing to retrieve documents related to the 
term “beverage” would also likely be interested in articles on “coffee” 
and “tea,” even when these do not explicitly mention “beverage” in the 
body of the text.36 For these purposes, a text can be treated as a loose 
collection of terms—in the words of Karen Spärck Jones, a pioneer of 
the technique, “a fine mixed bag.”37

The growth of computational power and the increasing availability 
of digital materials have precipitated the development of complex clas-
sification models that use modern statistical methods such as Gibbs 
sampling and Markov chains, among other probabilistic approaches. 
Topic modeling in particular has been applied widely to the study of 
literary texts, following the insight that many epistemological problems 
of category-formation, such as genre or period attribution, can be 
reduced to topic classification. David Blei explains with characteristic 
clarity: “Topic modeling algorithms are statistical methods that analyze 
the words of the original texts to discover the themes that run through 
them, how those themes are connected to each other, and how they 
change over time.”38
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Iarkho’s methods were less complicated than their modern counter-
parts, relying on straightforward, descriptive word frequency tabulations. 
They present more than historical interest, however, because they are 
tightly connected with longstanding philological practices, from which 
Iarkho derived his hermeneutics. For example, in a 1928 article in 
Speculum, Iarkho examined several ninth-century works by Sedulius Scot-
tus, placing them in an unbroken tradition of similar texts by earlier 
Carolingian poets.39 He supplemented his close readings with vocabu-
lary charts, which cluster related concepts under categories of “plant 
kingdom” [Pflanzenreich], “animal kingdom” [Tierreich], and “emotions” 
[Gefühle].40 The overlap in vocabularies evidenced literary influence.

In his methodological treatise “Comedies and Tragedies of Corneille: 
A Study on the Theory of Genre,” Iarkho proposed a similar “bag-of-
words” technique to differentiate between the comedies and tragedies 
of Pierre Corneille, the seventeenth-century French dramatist. Employ-
ing a method analogous to modern sentiment analysis, Iarkho made 
lists of affective terms, which he further reduced to a smaller number 
of broader semantic categories, such as “anger” or “happiness.” Like a 
modern data scientist, Iarkho began by “tokenizing” and “stemming” 
his corpus, in a process by which texts are broken up into individual 
unique words (“tokens”) and then into their related cognates, lemmas, 
or word stems. By these means the words “flame,” “conflagration,” and 
“inferno”—to give an English analogy—can be reduced to the same root 
canonical terms.41 Iarkho then clustered more than 400 such stems into 
topic hypernyms such as “sexual love,” “happiness,” “fear,” and “suffer-
ing.” He used these “affective groupings” to find those that correlate 
strongly with “drama” and “comedy” categories.42 Finally, after evaluat-
ing more than thirty distinct features by which the two genres could be 
differentiated, he picked out those that are most “typical,” using them 
discuss the evolution of genre in historical context.43

Mikhail Gasparov, the (late) contemporary Russian philologist who has 
done much to rehabilitate Iarkho’s legacy in Russia, has simplified the 
method further, calling it “immanent analysis, of the kind that does not 
violate the boundaries of a text.”44 In what essentially is a methodologi-
cal statement derived from Iarkho, Gasparov described a “mechanical 
method of reading poetry” aimed at converting a reader’s intuitions 
into observable features of the text, in a kind of a mechanically decon-
structive reading. It begins with the assumption that literary motifs and 
plots [siujety] are constituted through “figures,” defined as “affectively 
imagined things or persons, i.e. potentially every noun.” Consequently, a 
motif is “any action, i.e. potentially every verb,” where a siujet comprises 
“a sequence of related motifs.”45
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Gasparov used these definitions to “deform” two short lyrics by Push-
kin, “Premonition” and “Anchar.”46 Like Iarkho, he separated nouns, 
adjectives, and verbs, which he then clustered into semantic categories. 
Several patterns emerged. For example, Gasparov found that abstract, 
affective vocabulary dominates the inward-looking “Premonition.” Here, 
Pushkin creates a world “almost without dimensions,” due to a lack of 
spatial nouns.47 By contrast, in my own, Gasparov-inspired reading of the 
text, “Anchar” emerges as an exercise in Russian colonial imagination. 
Verse by verse, the poem expands in multiple dimensions: horizontally 
across the desert in the first verse, down to the roots of the poison-
ous Anchar tree in the second verse, from the inside to the outside of 
the tree in the third, up toward the sky in the fourth, and away from 
the tree in the fifth (Appendix I). The sixth stanza marks a change in 
perspectives. A ruler sends his vassal on an arduous journey toward the 
tree. The man returns with its poisonous resin in the seventh stanza. 
He then lies down and dies at the feet of his master, who in turn sends 
a multitude of arrows in all directions outward, “onto his neighbors in 
distant lands.”48

The poem’s diegetic space is never explicitly framed. Pushkin rather 
gives us a number of circulatory systems. The dominant grammatical 
device is one of prepositional traversal. The sense of a Werkraum (per-
ceptual space) is derived from subjects or substances moving toward, 
through, away, or across. Space stretches in movement: the movement 
of water from up high down to the tree, of sap that rises up from the 
desert through the plant, of poison imparted to the rushing wind, of a 
vassal sprinting from the plant to his master, and of poisonous arrows 
that bring destruction from the master to his neighbors. The circulation 
of elements creates effect spaces on scales both large and small, open 
and closed, internal and external. The desert is as much of a setting of 
the poem as is the capillary system of the plant itself.

Diegetic Density and Clutter Distance

The combined use of these literary-theoretical and anthropological 
insights leads to a method for literary archaeology. I am now ready to 
transpose our initial intuitions about the changing nature of fictional 
space into a minimally viable, analytical approach suitable for compu-
tational analysis. First, following Uexküll, Csikszentmihalyi, and Arnold 
et al., I propose to represent diegetic space in terms of density of per-
ceptual objects.
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I further assume that whatever is meant by “perceptual objects” can 
be regularly approximated by corresponding grammatical and semantic 
categories, in this case expressed in the Stanford Typed Dependencies 
Representation (SD) scheme and the WordNet database.49 In trawling 
for salvageable goods, my aim is not to recover everything, but to re-
cover most. Recall—the completeness of the results—can be improved 
in further iterations of the algorithm.

I am initially interested in direct and indirect objects of a verb (dobj 
and iobj in the SD schema). The noun extraction pipeline involves ad-
ditional steps to remove nonhuman nominal subjects, passive nominal 
subjects, and conjuncts, which I label according to the Stanford Typed 
Dependencies Manual. 

In light of Gasparov’s methods, we must also be interested in prepo-
sitional objects (pobj) of the sentence: language often structures space 
through prepositions.50 When Gerard Manley Hopkins writes that “man’s 
mounting spirit in his bone-house, mean house, dwells,” he means to 
say something about the nominal subject, “man’s mounting spirit,” 
which relates to the prepositional object “bone-house, mean house.” 
The preposition (in) places the noun phrases in spatial accord to one 
another. The spirit at once shares a space with its “bone-house” and is 
on the interior.51 

The final list of nouns and noun phrases encompasses most possible 
objects and locations, while discarding grammatical relations such as 
adverb modifiers, parataxis, phrasal verbs, temporal modifiers, and other 
elements that do not usually mark material culture. Consider the fol-
lowing, more complex example, from Emily Brontë’s Wuthering Heights, 
where, if you recall, Mr. Lockwood finds himself reluctantly accepting 
guest lodgings, described as follows:

Too stupefied to be curious myself, I fastened my door and glanced round for 
the bed. The whole furniture consisted of a chair, a clothes-press, and a large 
oak case, with squares cut out near the top resembling coach windows. Having 
approached this structure I looked inside, and perceived it to be a singular sort 
of old-fashioned couch, very conveniently designed to obviate the necessity for 
every member of the family having a room to himself. In fact, it formed a little 
closet, and the ledge of a window, which it enclosed, served as a table. I slid 
back the panelled sides, got in with my light, pulled them together again, and 
felt secure against the vigilance of Heathcliff, and every one else.52

Following the described heuristic above, in the first pass, I extract a list 
of perceptual objects based on their grammatical category. In the subse-
quent pass, I filter the list semantically, relying on several “supersenses,” 
also referred to as “hypernyms” and “lexicographer file names,” made 
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available by the Stanford WordNet lexical database.53 From the list of 
twenty-six available noun supersenses, which include feeling, motive, and 
phenomenon, I keep the ones likely related to perceptual objects, those 
having physical dimensions and those capable of anchoring space: ar-
tifact, food, possession, object, substance, animal, and plant. I discard nouns 
belonging to categories of person, communication, cognition, state, time, 
attribute, process, phenomenon, motive, feeling, shape, and relation. The result-
ing inventory gives a reasonable approximation of the effect space. In 
the case of Mr. Lockwood (in the paragraph quoted above) we obtain 
the following results:

Table 1. Diagnostic noun inventory based on a passage sample from Wuthering 
Heights.

Noun Phrase Grammatical Category Super-sense Label

door dobj noun.artifact
bed pobj noun.artifact
chair pobj noun.artifact
press conj noun.artifact
case conj noun.artifact
square pobj noun.location
window pobj noun.artifact
structure dobj noun.artifact
couch pobj noun.artifact
necessity dobj noun.object
room dobj noun.location
closet dobj noun.artifact
ledge nsubj noun.object
window pobj noun.artifact
table pobj noun.artifact
side nsubj noun.location
light pobj noun.artifact

The list is not perfect, containing words like “necessity,” for example, 
which falls under the “noun.object” category in one of its many defini-
tions contained in the lexical database. However, the preliminary results 
show that a noun-based model of effect space is robust enough to toler-
ate a measure of ambiguity, since it captures the majority of perceptual 
objects apparent in the close reading of the passage. Any bias implicit 
in the heuristic will be consistently distributed across the collection of 
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analyzed texts. More complex, machine-learning-based approaches may 
be used to further purge the inventory, although the added precision 
is not necessary at this stage. Nouns signifying location (“room” and 
“square”) and named geographical entities ( “Yorkshire” and “Wuthering 
Heights”) are also programmatically extracted for later use at this time.

In the second stage of my analysis, I propose two major metrics de-
rived from the observational results above. The first is clutter distance, 
roughly signifying “average words per thing.” A clutter score of 100 words 
per thing would mean that the reader should expect to encounter, on 
average, a single perceptual thing every 100 words. The related average 
unique clutter distance metric, or u-clutter, provides a similar score per 
uniquely named thing. We can imagine, for example, a fictional setting 
that contains many objects, but few uniquely-named ones (a world full 
of pencils, for example). This would indicate conceptual paucity in 
conditions of material abundance.

The clutter metrics posit a relationship between “story space,” mea-
sured in units of text, and “discourse space,” measured in semantic units 
that denote perceptual objects.54 Another way to think about clutter 
distance is to imagine highlighting all thing-related words on a page: 
the smaller the index of clutter, the fewer words there would be between 
each encountered thing. Visually, the page would look cluttered with 
highlights.

Table 2. Derived metrics for clutter distance and diegetic density.

Metric Short Name Units

clutter distance clutter words per thing
unique clutter distance u-clutter words per unique thing
diegetic density diedensity  total things per unique 

location
unique density u-diedensity  unique things per unique 

location

In contrast to clutter distance, the diegetic density metric is expressed 
in purely intra-diegetic, discursive terms, without reference to text di-
mensions. Diegetic density characterizes fictional space as the number 
of total things per uniquely named location, where a unique name 
includes both general nouns in the “location” category (such as “room” 
and “square”) and named geographic entities (such as “Yorkshire” and 
“Wuthering Heights”), both extracted alongside perceptual objects in the 
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first stage of the analysis. Likewise, unique diegetic density summarizes 
the average number of uniquely named things per unique location. In 
the case of clutter distance, pages are cluttered; in the case of diegetic 
density, the fictional spaces are dense.

The above heuristics are not yet meaningful and should be viewed as 
methodological building blocks, not as theories in themselves. They can 
aid in the description of qualitative change in the texture of the narrative 
fabric within or between texts. In my initial applied experiments, they 
showed promise in distinguishing between “urban” and “rural” novels.

Urban Novels Reconsidered

For the purposes of testing, I extracted the perceptual inventory 
from the same sixty-four Victorian novels used for classification in the 
“Extracting Social Networks” project. This corpus contains more than 
11,000,000 words and has the advantage of being collected and classified 
by an independent team. Assumptions that have gone into the density 
metrics are therefore isolated from the classification process, avoiding 
self-verification bias. The original team of researchers classified each 
novel as having a “rural” (0), “urban” (1), or “mixed” (2) setting, and 
as written in first-person (1) or third-person (3) perspective.

In the final stage of my analysis, I derived density and clutter metrics 
for each of the novels in the corpus. I then obtained simple correlation 
statistics between things and settings (urban and rural), and things and 
perspectives (first or third).

The results are instructive. The initial, exploratory visualizations 
suggest a relationship between diegetic density and urban setting and 
between clutter distance and perspective, as evidenced by the first and 
third plots in Figure 1.55

Box plots of the same data solidify the above intuitions more formally. 
Urban novels appear to be on average more dense than rural ones, in 
the sense that urban spaces contain more objects in total per unique 
location. Note that urban spaces do not contain more unique objects 
per unique location. This implies that rural spaces are no less semanti-
cally rich than urban ones. The possessions are rather more densely 
situated. Characters in urban fiction “bump” into or interact with their 
things more often. However, they generally contain a similar typology of 
things. As you can see from the third and fourth box plots in Figure 2, 
a reader of urban novels should expect to encounter roughly the same 
number of things per word as a reader of rural novels. Things, to put it 
in terms suggested by Seymour Chatman, are no more privileged in the 
“discourse space” of the urban novel. Rather the “story spaces” contained 
within are more dense and hence more constrained.
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Fig. 1. Scatter plots exploring the relationship between diegetic density and the urban 
novel, and between clutter distance and perspective. Urban_flag represents the rural (0), 
urban (1), and mixed (2) categories. Perspective is grouped into first-person (1) and 
third-person (3) perspectives along the x-axis. Grouping differences in the first and third 
plots indicate some correlation.

Fig. 2. Box plots further formalizing the correspondence between diegetic density and 
the urban novel, and between clutter distance and perspective. Urban_flag represents the 
rural (0), urban (1), and mixed (2) categories. Perspective is grouped into first-person 
(1) and third-person (3) perspectives, along the x-axis. A positive slope of an imaginary 
line between the boxes suggests a relationship.
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Curiously, the opposite dynamic holds true for perspective, as seen in 
the second row of Figure 2. Diegetic density is not terribly responsive 
to perspective. Novels told in first- and third-person perspectives con-
tain spaces that are, on average, populated with a similar amount of 
stuff. However, the reader of third-person-based novels will encounter 
significantly fewer things per word than the reader of first-person-based 
novels. The floorplans, in other words, are similarly populated, where the 
spotlight of the more singularly subjective narrative takes more frequent 
note of its material surroundings. First-person subjects project a denser, 
more individuated sense of space; they weave a tighter web on a page.

These visual observations can further be expressed in quantitative 
terms. Since our problem is one of correlation and not classification, 
I have used point-biserial correlation metrics, which produce robust 
results when dealing with association between continuous and categori-
cal variables; in our case, the derived metrics of diegetic density and 
noun clutter, binary urban or rural settings, and first- or third-person 
perspectives.

The following table contains a list of possible relationships: their cor-
responding correlation coefficient and p-values, with most significant 
findings highlighted in bold.56 The correlation coefficient of 0.313, on the 
scale from 0–1, implies a modest degree of relationship between diegetic 
density and the urban novel, where 0.8 and above can be characterized 
as strong and 0.1 and below as weak. These results further have a highly 
significant p-value (0.011), meaning that assuming the null-hypothesis is 
true (there is no correlation), the model would be unlikely to produce 
these or more extreme results by chance. The relationship between clut-
ter distance and perspective is similarly compelling: a modest relationship 
with an even higher degree of certainty (0.006).57

The strength of these findings lies not, however, in low p-values or 
other metrics, but in the methods used to produce them. Everything 
potentially correlates with everything. These particular correlations give 
credence to the explanatory theory that connects high-order intuitions 
about “the changing nature of fictional space” to aggregate low-level 
observations based on grammatical and semantic categories. We intuit 
that this connection exists at the outset; critics routinely posit longue 
durée theses about the changing nature of material representation in 
literature, based on paradigmatic, “representative” examples. A more 
robust theory of fictional space can begin to chart the pathway by which 
such claims are possible, based on numerous observations. The absence 
of a relationship between diegetic density and the urban novel would, 
at the very least, force a reconsideration of the proposed explanatory 
framework. The metrics are diagnostic, in other words, not necessarily 
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confirmatory in a positivist, reductive way. They attain their full signifi-
cance in parallel with other hermeneutical strategies, such as close and 
descriptive reading, historical contextualization, or intertextual analysis.58

Although in this paper I am primarily interested in a theory of fictional 
space and in the methods of characterizing it, the diagnostic metrics 
already suggest a few tantalizing possibilities for applied analysis. For 
example, the novels of Charles Dickens are by far the most diegetically 
dense texts in our collection, with The Pickwick Papers, Bleak House, and 
David Copperfield all scoring above 90 where the median is 54. This 
might not come as a surprise to attentive readers of Dickens, an author 
whose novels “come alive” with “furniture, textiles, watches, and hand-
kerchiefs.”59 The Victorian novel, and Dickens in particular, “showers 
us with things,” in what Elaine Freedgood (quoting Hippolyte Taine) 
describes as “metonymic madness,” where the proliferation of things 
begins to “swamp” and overwhelm the author.60 A detailed inventory of 
Dickensian worlds reveals an abundance of handkerchiefs, doors, beds, 
windows, chairs, coats, cases, boxes, boots, books, hats, and candles (all 
these in the top quartile of most commonly occurring objects in Dickens, 
according to my tabulations).

The other end of the density spectrum is perhaps more unexpected. 
The urban novels of Robert Louis Stevenson and Sir Arthur Conan 
Doyle occupy a place diametrically opposed to Dickens, at the bottom 
of the scale, with scores hovering around 20. In Doyle’s detective fiction 
in particular, we expect an emphasis on material minutia. Instead, the 
descriptive passages such as the one that follows are more common. 

Table 3. Likely degrees of relationship and significance.

metric                       dependent              correlation             p-value 
                                    variable              coefficient

density urban-rural 0.313 0.011
u-density urban-rural 0.083 0.512
clutter urban-rural -0.110 0.388
u-clutter urban-rural 0.125 0.324
density perspective -0.108 0.394
u-density perspective -0.118 0.352
clutter perspective 0.338 0.006
u-clutter perspective 0.134 0.291
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We met next day as he had arranged, and inspected the rooms at No. 221B, 
Baker Street, of which he had spoken at our meeting. They consisted of a couple 
of comfortable bedrooms and a single large airy sitting-room, cheerfully fur-
nished, and illuminated by two broad windows. So desirable in every way were 
the apartments, and so moderate did the terms seem when divided between 
us, that the bargain was concluded upon the spot, and we at once entered into 
possession. That very evening I moved my things round from the hotel, and on 
the following morning Sherlock Holmes followed me with several boxes and 
portmanteaux. For a day or two we were busily employed in unpacking and lay-
ing out our property to the best advantage. That done, we gradually began to 
settle down and to accommodate ourselves to our new surroundings.61

The passage is remarkable for its lack of material texture. Baker Street 
221B consists of “bedrooms” and a “sitting-room,” “cheerfully furnished.” 
The pair “comes into possession” of the apartment on “moderate terms.” 
Watson “moves his things in” and Holmes follows with “boxes and port-
manteaux.” The locality is vague, described in terms of general “property” 
and “surroundings.” Passages like these, not the ones in which Holmes 
picks out careful clues, prevail in Doyle’s fiction. Such paucity may be 
explained by the episodic concentration on the “important details,” 
or clues in detective fiction, clustered around the scene of a crime.62 
Exploratory data analysis shows some episodic clustering, although not 
unusually so when compared, for example, to Bleak House by Dickens 
(Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Clutter distance plots exploring object clustering in Doyle’s A Study in Scarlet and 
Dickens’s Bleak House. Each bar represents a thing encountered in the linear progression 
of the novel. In both works, object description comes in batches, although the Dickensian 
page is more thickly populated.

The distinction between diegetic density, expressed purely in the terms 
of a fictional world, and clutter distance, expressed in terms that relate 
textual space (words on a page) to semantic units (nouns expressing 
things) also yields notable results. Novels by Jane Austen occupy three of 
the bottom four novels ranked by average clutter distance. The reader 
should expect to encounter an object every 29 words, where the mean 
is 18. Rural topography in Austen’s novels is expansive, described in 
terms of “spaces,” “lawns,” “towns,” “properties,” “views,” and “fields.” 
Austen’s narrative is concerned primarily with people, not with things. 
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Those looking for density in the social network sense would likely find 
it here. Austen’s room descriptions focus on people. Consider the fol-
lowing excerpts, which crowd around entrances:

The party entered the assembly-room, it consisted of only five altogether: 
Mr. Bingley, his two sisters, the husband of the eldest, and another young man.63

But when the gentlemen entered, Jane was no longer the first object; Miss 
Bingley’s eyes were instantly turned toward Darcy, and she had something to 
say to him before he had advanced many steps.64

Till Elizabeth entered the drawing-room at Netherfield, and looked in vain for 
Mr. Wickham among the cluster of red coats there assembled, a doubt of his 
being present had never occurred to her.65

Almost as soon as I entered the house I singled you out as the companion of 
my future life.66

These passages are not sparse in the sense of generic description found 
in Doyle. Rather, objects are rare in the text where the spotlight of narra-
tive perception prefers to shine on and illuminate human subjects. Such 
medium-length observations—neither close nor distant—are exploratory. 
They lead to reading and rereading. I include them here as corrobora-
tive evidence for the immediate effectiveness of density statistics as tools 
for both synchronic and diachronic analysis.

Finally, material density primitives convey historical trends, not im-
mediately apparent in the analysis of individual texts. In Figure 4, I plot 
diegetic density over time to produce a trend line using nonparametric 
locally weighted (LOWESS) regression.67 The resulting figure contradicts 
scholarly expectation. The conventional story of the long nineteenth 
century is one of gradually intensifying commodification, in which 
capitalism “produced and sustained a culture of its own,” and where 
descriptions of things begin to “overtake and dominate” other forms of 
literary description well into the twentieth century.68 However, data show 
a marked decline in descriptive material culture (in terms of diegetic 
density), which begins mid-century and continues unabated toward the 
centennial boundary. These results are pronounced enough to merit 
further investigation. Although representative of the nineteenth-century 
canon, our sample size is small. Further work must be done to ensure 
accurate sampling in order to draw more definitive conclusions.
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Concluding Remarks

The primary theoretical contribution of this paper is in the recon-
ceptualization of fictional space in terms of things rather than forms or 
framing devices. Space unfurls between objects. It takes almost 4,000 
words for Gregor Samsa to move from his bed to the dresser. A whole 
perceptual universe is born and transpires in that span.

Space can be understood through things. An inventory of things 
contained in novels characterizes space and therefore comprises a 
method of literary-historical archaeology. The challenge for a literary 
archaeologist remains the modeling of pathways between things and 
their representations. A thick description of the diegetic effect space 
explicates the mechanisms by which objects in the real world are con-
verted into linguistic, cognitive phenomena. A computational approach 
to recovering material artifacts in volume further extends local insight 
across time and corpora, corroborating longterm historical changes in 
material culture.

In light of these postulates I have proposed two descriptive metrics: 
diegetic density, defined in terms of things per unique location, and 

Fig. 4. A time-series that plots chronologically the diegetic density of nineteenth-century 
novels. Critical literature posits an upward slope, where we observe a mid-century decline.
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clutter distance, defined in terms of words per thing. These narrato-
logical primes are atomic in that they form small, stable configurations 
that embody the chronotope. Through their use, literary-sociological 
models can become more parsimonious and therefore more evident, 
that is, open to critical scrutiny and refinement. The approach has led 
me to several preliminary but significant findings about space in the 
nineteenth-century novel.

Columbia University 

Appendix I: Pushkin’s “Anchar” in translation

Translation by the author. Original from Pushkin, 1959.

АНЧАР ANCHAR
В пустыне чахлой и скупой An Anchar tree stands stern.
На почве, зноем раскаленной, A sentinel of empty, burning grounds,
Анчар, как грозный часовой, it stands alone, amidst a stingy
Стоит - один во всей вселенной. and emaciated plain.
 
Природа жаждущих степей Born of a thirsty steppe,
Его в день гнева породила, in days of wrath, its lifeless greenery,
И зелень мертвую ветвей its roots and branches, imbibed
И корни ядом напоила. the desert’s poison.
 
Яд каплет сквозь его кору, Its toxic sap melts in the midday heat
К полудню растопясь от зною, and seeps through the tree’s bark.
И застывает ввечеру At night, the liquid stiffens back
Густой прозрачною смолою. into a thick, transparent resin.
 
К нему и птица не летит, Birds do not visit the Anchar,
И тигр нейдет: лишь вихорь черный tigers won’t come near, only a black wind
На древо смерти набежит - will sometimes rush this deadly tree
И мчится прочь, уже тлетворный. and race away polluted.
 
И если туча оросит, And if a cloud were to lose its way
Блуждая, лист его дремучий, to shed its dew onto the tree’s dense  
 foliage,
С его ветвей, уж ядовит, a toxic rain would trickle down
Стекает дождь в песок горючий. from the branches to the searing sand.
 
Но человека человек A man sent forth a man
Послал к анчару властным взглядом, with a commanding look. The last obeyed
И тот послушно в путь потек to brook his course towards the tree,
И к утру возвратился с ядом. returning with the poison in the morning.
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Принес он смертную смолу He brought the deadly resin
Да ветвь с увядшими листами, and a wilted branch.
И пот по бледному челу Cold sweat
Струился хладными ручьями; Streamed from his pale face.
 
Принес - и ослабел и лег He brought his gift, grew weak, and sank
Под сводом шалаша на лыки, into the rugs under the great tent’s dome.
И умер бедный раб у ног So died the poor vassal at the feet
Непобедимого владыки. of his unvanquished master.
 
А царь тем ядом напитал The czar imbued compliant arrows
Свои послушливые стрелы with that venom.
И с ними гибель разослал He then dispatched destruction
К соседям в чуждые пределы onto his neighbors in distant lands.
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